
 

SRIC3 2021 Space EuroMoonMars Training 
Hybrid EMMESI Workshop 

 

 

Space Renaissance International (SRI) Medici Fund is happy to announce that, due to the generosity of our 
Education Sponsor, INTERNATIONAL LUNAR EXPLORATION WORKING GROUP,  we are able to award ten (10) 
posts to a Training Hybrid EMMESI Workshop for the first ten (10) Students to register for the 2021 Space 
Renaissance Congress and submit an application (links below). The applicants are also invited to join Space 
Renaissance – membership is not required to win.  

Training Hybrid EMMESI Workshop 
EuroMoonMars Earth Space Innovation 

The Medici Fund was established by Space Renaissance International with the goal to support the renaissance 
of our civilization in space and, namely, the science and the enabling technology for the civilian space 
development. This is named after the influential Renaissance Italy family who were renowned for their 
generosity of funding for the arts and sciences.  As a non-profit grant making body (equivalent to the US 501(c)(3) 
Private Operating Foundation) SRI operates the Medici Fund Program. 

This will soon become one of the largest not-for-profit grant-based collaborations and equity partnerships for 
space entrepreneurs, but not only. The Medici Fund will also fund, through the Space Renaissance Academy, one 
of the top educational scholarship and bursary programs in the civilian space sector, and provide grant-aid and 
sponsorship opportunities for members to enable them to participate in a range of projects undertaken by 
partner organizations.  

The 2021 Space Renaissance Congress (SRIC3) will take place in a virtual format and will provide attendees with 
cutting-edge developments in Space Settlement & Exploration, Human Rights, Ethics, Policies, Engineering, 
Entrepreneurship, Energy, Economics and Education from leaders in their respective fields. Experts in research 
and industry will present the emerging technologies and future directions in their field. 

Students at all ages who are interested in Space Settlement & Exploration – e.g. science, technology, philosophy, 
policy, law, art – are encouraged to participate to the 2021 Space Renaissance Congress.  

Applicants are kindly invited to join the Space Renaissance Crew, where they will have the unique opportunity 
to help developing the Space Renaissance worldwide and beyond!   

Please upload your application (1 page maximum) indicating yourself and your interest for Lunar exploration, 
settlements and Space Renaissance here: https://2021.spacerenaissance.space/index.php/ilewg-sponsored-programme/  

Links: 
- Apply for SCRIC3 EMMESI training https://2021.spacerenaissance.space/index.php/ilewg-sponsored-programme/  
- International Lunar Exploration Working Group https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Lunar_Exploration_Working_Group 
- 2021 Space Renaissance Congress (SRIC3) https://2021.spacerenaissance.space/  
- Join the Space Renaissance https://spacerenaissance.space/membership/international-membership-registration/   

- Registration to 2021 Space Renaissance Congress, https://2021.spacerenaissance.space/index.php/registration/  
- Space Renaissance International https://spacerenaissance.space/   
- The Space Renaissance YouTube Channel https://www.youtube.com/c/spacerenaissance   
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